Digitalization in manufacturing creates new opportunities for optimizing your operations, achieving
efficiency, empowering people, transferring knowledge between generations, optimizing processes,
innovating business models, and enabling flexible production to satisfy take part in customer-specific
requirements.
Over the course of six weeks, beginning October 18th, InSource will embark on a seven-city road show
across the Southeastern U.S. The one-of-its-kind conference will take place in local breweries, and you
are invited to join us to learn how you can unleash the power of digital transformation in your industry.
This event is intended to help shape and reinvent manufacturing. The day will be filled with examples
based on real-world scenarios that you can apply to your own operations. The agenda is complemented
by roundtable discussions, hands-on learning, and the latest technology from InSource’s partner
vendors. Our hands-on workshop will address the digital transformation of work including how to digitally
model, execute and analyze work processes and reduce human error.
We invite you to join engineers, innovation enthusiasts, and our experts at the 2022 InSource Brew Tour.
Join us in one of seven cities for a day full of knowledge sharing, networking, innovating, and, of course,
fun. The Brew Tour is free to attend, but registration is required to take part in the one-of-a-kind
experience.
10/18/2022
10/20/2022
10/25/2022
10/27/2022
11/01/2022
11/03/2022
11/08/2022

Baltimore, MD
Richmond, VA
Raleigh, NC
Charlotte, NC
Nashville, TN
Atlanta, GA
Lakeland, FL

B.C. Brewery
Three Notch'd Brewing
R&D Brewing
TBD
Fat Bottom Brewing
SweetWater Woodlands
The Brew Hub

For more information, visit us at www.insource.solutions/resources/the-2022-insource-brew-tour

What to Expect
Role-play presentation based on real-world scenarios
Demonstration of how to resolve challenges with operations and technology solutions
EXPO area with InSource and partner experts
Hands-on, afternoon workshop*
Roundtable discussions focused on the issues in your industry
Time for peer-to-peer knowledge exchange
• A brewery tour
•
•
•
•
•
•

We will kick off the day with breakfast and the EXPO followed by a role-play presentation
8:00 AM
9:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
3:00 PM

Registration, Breakfast, EXPO
Presentation and Demos
Lunch, EXPO
Hands-on Workshop (BYOD) and Roundtables
Happy Hour and EXPO

These technologies, at a minimum, will be highlighted: Mobile SCADA, Operations Centers, PI
Historian & System Analytics, Electronic Logbooks and Quality, SOP (Standard Operating Procedure),
and Asset Management tools.
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Why InSource Solutions?
InSource Solutions is your transformation partner, providing the insight, experience and expertise to help
businesses like yours drive continuous improvement initiatives — with proven world-class solutions.
Today, those solutions are at work within some of the world’s most complex manufacturing and industrial
environments.
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